
Jane, Doesn't Mean That Much
Doesn't Mean That Much

Do you think that it's alright
Do you like to see me smile
Do you think I'm the life and soul
Or can you see the child

Do you think it's easier
There's no cloud immune to rain
Well - I'm not ashamed cos nothing ever stays the same
You have to bend the rules to stay in the game

Well you may the time
And you may devotion
I may have the feeling
But I just haven't got the emotion

You can quote me words of love
From passion's poetry
But I must be forgiven cos it just don't have the rythym 
So it doesn't mean that much to me 

CHORUS
It doesn't mean that much to me (x 4)

Follow on
Keeping the vision in sight
We can see it on the darkest night ooh 
We are strong
We are belong
And we know we are right
Not gonna catch us now
Not gonna catch us now

Falling now but rising fast
Like a shooting star I see
Take a piece of my world If you want
To figure in your fantasy

Only time and peace of mind
Can put you put you back on the right track
So give it all you got
Give it your best shot
Otherwise how are you gonna know
That 

CHORUS
It doesn't mean that much to me (x 4)

Follow on
Keeping the vision in sight
We can see it on the darkest night ooh 
We are strong
We are belong
And we know we are right
Not gonna catch us now
Not gonna catch us now
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